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OH-001-2014
Trans Mountain Pipeline ULC
Trans Mountain E)(pansion Project
File Number OF-Fac-Oil-T260-2013-03 02
NOTICE OF MOTION

INTRODUCTION

1. This Motion is brought pursuant to section 35 of the National Energy Board Rules of Practice and
1
Procedure, 1995 and Hearing Order OH-001-2014 for the following relief:
a.

an order that, by a fixed date, Trans Mountain file the information, identified herein, that
was redacted from the Emergency Management Program ("EMP") documents filed on
October 17, 2014;

b.

an order that Trans Mountain file the Oil Spill Response Plan of Western Canada Marine
Response Corporation, by a fixed date;

c.

an order that, by a fixed date, Trans Mountain file responses to the outstanding items in
Information Request No.1 of the Province of British Columbia, as committed to in its
response to the Notice of Motion of the Province of British Columbia dated July 4,2014;

d.

an extension of the deadline for filing Intervenor Round 2 Information Requests to Trans
Mountain; and

e.

such other relief as the Board may consider appropriate in the circumstances.

FACTS
2.

On May 12, 2014, the Province filed Information Request (IR) No.1 to Trans Mountain.' In doing
so, the Province sought a better understanding of, among other subjects, the strength ofTrans
Mountain's current and proposed spill response plans, and Trans Mountain's overall ability to
effectively respond to any land-based or marine spill related to the Project. Both subjects fall
squarely within the scope of the issues identified by the Board for the review of the Project.'

3.

It was hoped that Trans Mountain's answers to the Province's questions would afford the Board,
intervenors and the public a meaningful opportunity to assess Trans Mountain's ultimate ability
to implement the spill response safeguards referred to in the Application.

1S0R/9S-208.
, A3W7T2.
, http:/{www.neb-one.gc.ca{pplctnflng{mjrpp{trnsmntnxpnsn!index-eng.html#sS.
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4. On June 18, 2014, Trans Mountain filed its response to the IR No.1 of the Province.' The
Province found that Trans Mountain's response fell short, in a number of ways, of providing a
full and adequate response to its IR.
5.

On July 4,2014, the Province filed Notice of Motion til', seeking an order compelling Trans
Mountain to provide a full and adequate response to parts of its IR No.1. Among the items to
which the Province sought more adequate responses was IR No. 1.9 a), in which the Province
requested that Trans Mountain file a copy of its emergency response plan, as well as a number
of requests that Trans Mountain provide details regarding its ability to respond to a spill.

6.

On July 11, 2014, Trans Mountain filed its response to the Province's Notice of Motion #1.' In
the response, Trans Mountain committed, among other commitments, to the following :
•

To filing the Emergency Management Plan documents for the existing system on August
1,2014, along with a request that the NEB treat them confidentially (IR No. 1.9 a), 1.10
f), 1.12 b), 1.12 k), 1.20 c), and 1.23 c) );

•

To following up with Canadian Energy Pipeline Association (CEPA) member companies
regarding the mutual aid equipment and responders available, and to filing the
information "without delay upon receipt of same from the CEPA member companies"
(IR No. 1.10 m));

•

To following up with Western Canada Marine Response Corporation (WCMRC) regarding
the Oil Spill Response Plan the Province had requested and to filing the information
"without delay upon receipt of same from WCMRC" (IR No. 1.63 e));

•

To following up with WCMRC regarding the mutual aid agreements the Province had
requested and to filing the information "without delay upon receipt of same from
WCMRC" (IR No. 1.67 a)); and

•

To following up with Port Metro Vancouver (PMV) regarding rules and regulations
relating to spill prevention, preparedness and response and to filing the information
"without delay upon receipt of same from PMV" (IR No. 1.77 a)).

7.

On August 1, 2014, Trans Mountain filed a Notice of Motion seeking an order allowing it to file
its Emergency Management Plan documents confidentially.'

8.

The Province responded to Trans Mountain's Notice of Motion on August 11, 2014.

9.

On September 25,2014, the Board issued Ruling No. 31', in which it denied Trans Mountain's
motion on the basis that Trans Mountain had failed to show "that its interest in confidentiality
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of the entire EMP documents outweighs the public interest in disciosure".lO The Board directed
Trans Mountain to file redacted (if appropriate) versions of the documents by October 17,2014.
The Board further directed Trans Mountain to provide justification for any redaction made to
the filed documents. 11
10. On October 17,2014, Trans Mountain filed redacted versions of the EMP documents."
Significant portions of the filed documents are redacted.
11. Attachment 1 to the EMP documents provides as follows:
Confidentiality of the Emergency Management Program
Not all of the EMP documents have been provided as part of this filing and some
parts of those that have, have been redacted. The rationale for withholding
(redacting in full) or redacting portions of the documents is based on the following
criteria:
• Personal: The information contains personal contact information for employees
or other individuals who may be called upon to respond to an emergency
• Commercial: The information contains the contact information for contractors,
consultants and/or businesses that may be called upon for services during an
emergency.
• Security: The information has been deemed to be security sensitive, which if
released could impact the security and/or safety of the facility, employees,
contractors, the environment and or the public. Since KMC is part of the nation's
Critical Infrastructure, it is not appropriate to file security sensitive information about
facility operations and countermeasures."
12. Attachment 1 further includes tables providing "an explanation of what has been redacted and
the reason for the redaction s" . The tables list the redactions in each document by section, and
state whether each redaction was made for "personal", "commercial", or "security" reasons. No
l4
further information is provided to justify each redaction.
13. On October 24, 2014, the Province wrote a letter to Trans Mountain (the "October 24 letter"),
detailing its concerns regarding the extent of the redactions made to the EMP documents, and
explaining why a significant portion of the redacted information is of critical importance to the
Province in ·its review of the Project. A copy of that letter is attached to this Notice of Motion.

, A4C3Y5.
10 PDF p. 4.
11 PDF p. 5.
12 A4D3E9-A4D3F4.
13 PDF p. 1-2.
14 PDF p. 2-5.
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14. On October 31,2014, Trans Mountain filed follow-up information obtained from WCMRC in
response to a number of intervenor IRs, including parts of IR No. 1 of the Province." However,
the filing failed to respond to IR No. 1.63 e) and 1.67 a) detailed above .
15. More specifically, in response to IR No. 1.63 e), the filing states that "WCMRC's Oil Spill
Response Plan (OSRP) contains confidential information that is normally not made public"." No
further information is provided in support of that claim.
16. In response to R No. 1.67 a), the filing lists the organizations with which WCMRC has concluded
mutual aid agreements, and provides a "typical Mutual Aid Agreement template".17 However,
the filing does not include the requested copies of existing mutual aid agreements, and provides
no explanation for the failure to do so.
17. Trans Mountain has yet to fulfill its commitment to filing information obtained from PMV in
response to IR No. 1.77 a), or to provide an estimated date for filing such information.
18. To date, Trans Mountain has filed no evidence from CEPA members in response to IR No. 1.10
m).
19. On November 20, 2014, Trans Mountain sent a letter (the "November 20 letter") in response to
the October 24 letter. A copy ofTrans Mountain's letter is attached to this Notice of Motion.
20. In its response, Trans Mountain does not propose to file any additional evidence in response to
the Province's request. Instead, Trans Mountain claims to "address the concerns expressed by
the Province" and to "provide clarifications regarding safety and security". However, for the
reasons set out below, Trans Mountain's letter fails to provide a compelling justification for
withholding any of the evidence sought by the Province.
DISCUSSION
Relevance of the EMP documents
21. Trans Mountain's ability to respond to a terrestrial or marine spill is one of the core
considerations the Board must have regard to in making its recommendation to the Governor in
Council. This was acknowledged by the Board when it issued the list of issues it will consider
during the hearing, featuring emergency response planning as a prominent issue.18

16

A4E2U8 -A4E2W3.
A4E2VO, PDF p. 8.

17

Ibid.

15

Of particular relevance are Issue 1111, "contingency planning for spills, accidents of malfunctions, during
construction and operation of the Project", and Issue #12, "safety and security during construction of the proposed
project and operation of the project, including emergency response planning and third -party damage prevention".
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22. Further, the Board has previously stated that spill response plans may be examined and
evaluated in the context of the review of an application under s. 52 of the National Energy
Board Act (NEBA)19:
During an NEB audit, inspection or assessment of section 58 or 52 applications, the
NEB may examine and evaluate company plans, procedures, practices, work activities
as well as hazard assessments and company's policies to make an overall
determination as to the appropriateness and effectiveness of a company's EPR
[Emergency Preparedness and Response) program.'o [emphasis added]
23. The Province has taken the position that the EMP documents are relevant information for the
Board to consider in assessing Trans Mountain's ability to respond to a spill. In Ruling No. 31, the
Board sided with the Province and recognized the relevance of the EMP documents and the
public interest in their disclosure. It found that Trans Mountain had failed to show "that its
interest in confidentiality of the entire EMP documents outweighs the public interest in
disclosure" and ordered Trans Mountain to file the documents on the record.
24. In the November 20 letter, Trans Mountain takes issue with the assertion by the Province that
the EMP documents are highly relevant to the review by the Board of the application before it.
Trans Mountain claims that in Ruling No. 31 the Board ruled "exactly the opposite", and refers
to the following passage:
The Board also notes that the EMP documents relate to existing facilities that are not
the subject of the present Project application. OPR sections 32 to 35 require an EMP
with regular revision and cooperation with the relevant agencies throughout the
lifecycle of a pipeline. Whether Trans Mountain is meeting its obligations with
respect to its EMP for the existing facilities is a matter for the Board to consider
outside of the hearing for this Project. The safe operation of the existing Line 1
H
facilities under current operating conditions is out of scope for this hearing
25. Trans Mountain's interpretation of Ruling No. 31 is simply untenable - it would have been
illogical for the Board to direct Trans Mountain to file the existing EMP documents on the record
if it considered them to be irrelevant to the exercise of its duties under s. 52 of the Act. Instead,
the Province submits that the Board simply sought to make it clear that the existing facilities,
their safe operations, and the EMP for the existing facilities per se are not the subject of this
hearing, and that the matter of Trans Mountain's compliance with the applicable provisions of
the National Energy Board Onshore Pipeline Regulations" is for the Board to consider outside of
this hearing.
26. In Attachment 3 to the October 17,2014 filing, Trans Mountain reiterates that the existing EMP
will form the basis for the EMP for Line 2:

R.S.C. 1995, c. N-7.
Letter dated 24 April 2002, "Security and Emergency Preparedness and Response Programs", p. 2:
https:!lwww.neb-one.gc.ca!bts!ctrg!gnnb!prcssngplnt!2002-04-24mrgncprprdnssrspns-eng.pdf.
21 PDF p. l.
21 SOR!99-294, ss. 32-35.
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In the application for the Trans Mountain Expansion Project (TMEP), KMC has
committed to review and revise the EMP to address the needs of the expanded
pipeline system should it be approved, The existing EMP will form the foundation of
the revised program, 23 [emphasis added]

27, In the absence on the record of revised plans for Line 2, it would be irrational to maintain that
the existing EMP documents are of no relevance to the Board's evaluation of Trans Mountain's
ability to respond to a spill.
28 , In light of Trans Mountain's declaration that the EMP for Line 2 will be founded upon the
existing EMP, the Province has taken a keen interest in the documents filed on October 17,
2014, In its review, the Province has found the redactions made by Trans Mountain to be
excessive, unjustified and prohibitive, The redactions thwart the Province's examination of the
EMP documents, and preclude a thorough understanding of Trans Mountain's EMP by the Board
and all intervenors,
29, In addition to making a recommendation under s, 52 of NEBA, the Board is tasked with
conducting the environmental assessment of the Project. Pursuant to the Canadian
Environmental Assessment Act, 2012'4, the factors that must be considered in any
environmental assessment include "mitigation measures that are technically", feasible", The
Province submits that it is beyond question that spill response plans are a mitigation measure
against environmental harm that must be considered by the Board in its environmental
assessment of the Project.

30, The Province recognizes that Trans Mountain will be required to submit its revised EMP
documents to the NEB post-certification, prior to the start of operations, However, when one
takes account of the fact that this proceeding is the only public forum in which Trans Mountain's
ability to effectively respond to a spill can be probed and tested, it becomes clear that requiring
Trans Mountain to demonstrate that ability now is imperative,
31. History has shown that the possibility of a spill originating from Trans Mountain's facilities is
very real. The potential for devastating effects on the environment, human health, and local
economies is irrefutable, There is significant reason to query Trans Mountain's ability to respond
to a spill effectively, Therefore, Trans Mountain ought to demonstrate, in advance of
certification, that, once operations begin, it will live up to the assertions made in the
Application, Making the EMP documents available for fulsome review would be a first step in
meeting that expectation,

32, The Province acknowledges the need for preserving the continued security of Trans Mountain's
assets and the confidentiality of individuals' personal contact information, and is aware of
Security Advisory NEB SA 2007-03, issued by the Board on May 10, 2007, However, in the
absence of more fulsome and persuasive justification by Trans Mountain, the Province simply
cannot acquiesce to the redactions made to the EMP documents,

23
24

A4D3F4, PDF p,l,
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The Puget Sound EMP documents
33. One would be remiss not to point out that most of the evidence sought in this motion is
publically available south of the border for the south ern extension of the very pipeline whose
expansion forms the subject of this proceeding. EMP documents (a Spill Contingency Plan and a
Field Guide) for the Puget Sound line are readily available, in largely un-redacted form, in the
Electronic Reading Room of the US Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
(PHMSA) .2S The Province further notes that similar information is posted online for all Kinder
Morgan pipelines regulated by PHMSA.
34. That fact calls into serious question the legitimacy of Trans Mountain's claim that what is
presumably almost identical information ought, for "personal", "security", or "commercial"
reasons, not to be disclosed in the context of this proceeding.
35. In the November 20 letter, Trans Mountain states as follows: "The documents residing on the
PHMSA web site were posted by PHMSA, not Kinder Morgan. The redactions are those of
PHMSA not Kinder Morgan".
36. That Kinder Morgan is not responsible for posting the documents online or for the limited
redactions to those documents is wholly immaterial. What is material is the regulator's
determination that making the EMP documents for the Puget Sound line publically available
poses no threat whatever, be it of a IIpersonalll, IIsecurityll, or Ifcommerciall1 nature, that cannot
be addressed through redactions that are very considerably narrower than those made by Trans
Mountain in its October 17,2014 filing.
37. Surely, if the NEB's counterpart in the United States considered the information sought by the
Province in this motion to be "key security sensitive material" ", then it would have redacted it
as required. To put it plainly, the Province can think of absolutely no risk the disclosure of this
information could possibly pose in this jurisdiction that it does not pose south of the border, and
no reason why this information ought to be treated confidentially by the NEB, when it has not
been so treated by PHMSA.
38. The fact that the public disclosure of EMP documents is considered not only harmless, but
desirable south of the border" bolsters the Province's insistence that the existing EMP
documents be filed on the record in a form that allows for their meaningful review. It also
renders inexplicable Trans Mountain's persistence in citing perfunctory "personal", "security",
or "commercial" reasons for what amounts to a categorical denial of relevant evidence in the
context of the regulatory review of a major pipeline expansion project.
25 http ://www.phmsa.dot.gov!portal!site!PHMSA!menuitem.6f23687cf7bOObOf22e4c6962d9c8789/?vgnextoid=Ob

34c66fc93a041OVgnVCMIOOOOOd2c97898RCRD&vgnextchannel=2d037fd9b896bllOVgnVCMl00000ged07898RC
RD&vgnextfmt=print
26 On its website, PHMSA describes the redactions to the posted documents as follows: "PHMSA has redacted all
Oil Spill Response Plans to protect personal information, and key security sensitive material, such as worst case
discharge information, and for other limited exciusions, when appropriate".
27 The website also states: "We are committed to making all of our documents on the Pipeline and Hazardous
Material Safety Administration (PHMSA) website accessible to everyone ... PHMSA posts [Oil Spill Response Plans)
to help federal, state and local officials strengthen and coordinate planning and prevention activities".
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Redactions made for "personal" reasons
Westridge Marine Terminal ERP, Pipeline ERP, and Terminals and Tank Farms ERP, section 2.6Kinder Morgan Contacts, and section 2.7 - Emergency Response Line Contacts:

39. Trans Mountain has redacted the names, phone numbers and office locations of staff who
would be called upon in the event of an emergency. In Attachment 1 to the October 17, 2014
filing, Trans Mountain states that this information has been redacted for "personal" reasons, as
it "contains personal contact information for employees or other individuals who may be called
upon to respond to an emergency".
40. While the Province takes no issue with the redaction of the names and phone numbers of staff,
and the November 20 letter confirms that all positions are currently staffed, the Province
requires knowledge of the total number of staff and their location, so as to ensure that a
sufficient number of trained personnel is available to respond to an emergency, and that staff
are strategically located for prompt response. In order to avoid the disclosure of staff names,
the Province proposes that a non-personal identifier (e.g. "Employee #1", "Employee #2", etc.)
be used so as to show the total number of personnel, and to demonstrate that each pOSition is
filled by a different individual (i.e., that staff are not being "double counted").
41.The Province notes that in the Puget Sound Field Guide, posted online, the names, office and cell
phone numbers of response personnel are listed in un-redacted form. Only home phone
numbers have been redacted. 18
Redactions made for "security" reasons
Westridge Marine Terminal ERP, section 2.16/Pipeline ERP, section 2. 15/Terminals and Tank Farms ERP,
section 2.13 - Mutual Aid Activation

42. The "activation instructions" for mutual aid have been redacted for "security" reasons. While
the exact nature of this information is unknown, information concerning the steps to be taken in
order to access additional resources under a mutual aid agreement is directly relevant to the
assessment of the usefulness of such agreements and any challenges that may be encountered
in reliance upon them .
43. Attachment 1 to the October 17, 2014 filing fails to articulate why this information is security
sensitive, and how its disclosure could possibly impact the security or safety of its facilities,
employees, contractors, the environment or the public.
44. In the November 20 letter, Trans Mountain appears to indicate that the Province (through
Emergency Management Be) "has more detailed information" regarding the redactions made to
this section of the plans." This is entirely irrelevant - what matters is the evidence on the
record, and Trans Mountain's ability to substantiate the assertions it has made in the
http://www.phmsa.dot.gov/staticfiles/PHMSA/ERR/Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain-Puget Sound.pdf,_PDF p.
21-24.
" PDF p. 3.
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Application. Since the Application relies on the availability of mutual aid in support of the claim
that sufficient capacity would be brought to bear in the response to a spill, Trans Mountain
ought to provide evidence of the actual feasibility of mutual aid activation by setting out the
steps it would take .

Westridge Marine Terminal ERP, section 7.2 - Staffing and section 7.4.4 - Halting of Operations
45. Information regarding staffing at the Westridge Marine Terminal would inform the assessment
of Trans Mountain's ability to immediately respond to an emergency incident.
46. While the nature of the information contained in section 7.4.4 is unclear, it appears to concern
the actions to be taken in the immediate aftermath of the discovery of a release in order to limit
the impact of such release. This is of significant interest to the Province in its evaluation ofTrans
Mountain's spill response plans at the Westridge Marine Terminal.
47. Once again, in the October 17, 2014 filing, this information is redacted for "security" reasons,
without further explanation.
48. The November 20 letter states as follows with respect to those redactions:
Regarding the staffing and cessation of operations at Westridge marine terminal, we
can confirm that the redacted information is for the protection of our Westridge
personnel (numbers of staff, working hours) and protection of the types of security
incursions that could halt operations and pose a potential risk to the environment.'o
49. Precisely how the disclosure of what appears to be high-level information about staffing at the
West ridge Marine Terminal and steps to be taken to cease operations in the aftermath of a
release could possibly pose a significant security threat remains unclear. In the absence of a
clear indication that the release of such information could pose a real and substantial risk of
"security incursions", and in the absence of evidence that incursions have occurred in the past
as a result of such information being made available, Trans Mountain's assertions simply remain
too speculative to reasonably ground these redactions.

Terminal and Tank Farms ERP, section 7.1.4 -Site Drainage and section 7.1.6 - Evacuation Zone Map
50. Site drainage information would assist the Province, the Board and all intervenors in
determining the fate of released product, potential impacts on the environment and public
safety, and appropriate response tactics. Such information is particularly critical when
considered in light of the Tank 82 release in 2009, where a faulty drainage system resulted in oil
escaping the containment system and a discharge to the environment."
51. While Trans Mountain has redacted this information for "security" reasons, it has offered no
persuasive justification for reaching that conclusion. The November 20 letter only states that

'0 Ibid.
31
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"the redactions seek to protect the integrity of the facilities and minimize environmental effects
if targeted vandalism were to occur".3l
52. Here again, Trans Mountain offers nothing but vague, unsubstantiated assertions of possible
"targeted vandalism" involving site drainage, but provides no further evidence to bolster that
possibility. This explanation cannot reasonably justify withholding what is clearly material
evidence.
53. The Evacuation Zone Map (insofar as it concerns public evacuation, not the evacuation of facility
staff) is of direct interest to the Province in its assessment of the plans developed by Trans
Mountain for the safety of the public in the event of an emergency. That information was also
redacted for "security" reasons, without further elaboration.
54. The November 20 letter asserts that the information was redacted "to limit the potential that
emergency notification and evacuations would be interfered with". The prospect of deliberate
interference with emergency notification and evacuations seems exceedingly unlikely. In the
absence of evidence of past incidents involving planned interference with emergency response,
such an assertion cannot plausibly justify Trans Mountain's refusal to disclose important and
relevant evidence. In fact, such information being made publically available would aid safe and
orderly evacuations.
55. Finally, the Province notes that the risk assessments Trans Mountain has filed to date make no
mention of the threat of vandalism or security incursions. 33 If Trans Mountain's concerns about
the security of its facilities are sufficient to warrant withholding relevant materials from the
record, then the lack of consideration given to such threats in the risk assessments carried out
for the Project is puzzling.
Redactions made for "commercial" reasons

Terminals and Tank Farms ERP, sections 2.9.4 and 2.9.5 -Industry Contacts

56. The names of and contact information for agencies and companies to be notified in the event of
an emergency have been redacted . While the precise nature of this information is unclear, the
names of such agencies and companies are more than likely relevant to the Province's
assessment of Trans Mountain's planned response to an emergency. Because contractors can
form the principal response capacity for an incident, the strength of Trans Mountain's response
plan cannot be assessed without this information.

32 Ibid.
" The stated purpose of Trans Mountain's Threat Assessment (A3S4V7) is to "review the attributes for all potential
threats to a pipeline system ... Through this review, the relevance and security of each threat can be assessed in
the context of the operating environment of the pipeline being reviewed". Vandalism or security threats are not
discussed. See also A4A4E9 and A4A4FO.
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57 . As stated in Attachment 1, Trans Mountain has redacted this information for "commercial"
reasons, as it "contains the contact information for contractors, consultants and/or businesses
that may be called upon for services during an emergency".34
58. The November 20 letter states only this with respect to redactions made for "commercial"
reasons:
Contractors are being subjected to threatening and intimidating tactics and those
companies providing emergency response related services to Trans Mountain would
have business opportunities put at risk by having their names publicly listed in our
EMP documents. 35
59. The Province finds this rationale perplexing. Companies involved in oil spill response routinely
advertise and conduct business with pipeline operators or other businesses that may face public
opposition. It would make very little sense for an oil spill responder to seek to conceal the fact
that it indeed engages in oil spill response and provides services to the oil transport industry, of
which Trans Mountain is a prominent member. Further, the risk of a company tasked with
responding to environmental emergencies (or providing support services in the event of an
emergency) becoming the target of threats and intimidation seems remarkably remote.

Westridge Marine Terminal ERP and Pipeline ERP, section 2.10/Terminals and Tonk Farms ERP, section
2.B.2 - External Notification Chart - Confirmed Emergency Condition; Westridge Marine Terminal ERP
ond Pipeline ERP, section 2.11/Terminals and Tonk Forms ERP, section 2.B.3 - Reporting Requirements:

60. The names of external agencies (in addition to Western Canada Marine Response Corporation
and Western Canada Spill Services) to be notified in the event of a confirmed emergency have
been redacted for "commercial" reasons.
61. The Province considers any information pertaining to the parties involved in primary response to
a spill relevant to its assessment of Trans Mountain's overall emergency response plans. Barring
a more fulsome justification, and for the reasons identified in the section above, these
redactions do not appear to be warranted.
62 . The Province further notes that the information redacted from the External Notification Chart is
36
provided in un-redacted form in the Puget Sound Field Guide.
Westridge Marine Terminal ERP and Pipeline ERP, section 2.14/Terminals and Tank Farms ERP, sections
2.10 and 2.12 -Support Services:

63. Trans Mountain has redacted the names of primary response contractors and information
regarding their services and personnel. The names and locations of, and contact information for

A4D3E9, PDF p. 2.
PDF p. 2.
36 PDF p. 27.
34
35
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industrial firefighting and air monitoring companies, as well as all companies providing support
services, have also been redacted.
64. With the exception of phone numbers, the Province requires this information in order to
evaluate Trans Mountain's ability to effectively respond to an emergency. Information regarding
primary response contractors, their services and personnel is essential to the overall evaluation
of the ERPs . Further, support services such as the provision of transportation, heavy equipment,
vacuum trucks, safety and communications equipment, or food and lodging are part and parcel
of effective response operations. In order to assess the level and adequacy of emergency
response planning, the Province must know what contractors Trans Mountain relies on, what
services and trained personnel they are able to provide, and in what locations.
65. Beyond the perfunctory reference to "commercial" reasons and the cursory paragraph, quoted
above, in the November 20 letter, Trans Mountain has provided no cogent justification for the
redactions. As this information is also provided in the Puget Sound Field Guide", and for the
reasons set out above, there appears to be no reasonable basis for withholding this information.
Terminals and Tank Farms ERP, section 2.11 -Incident Command Post Locations:

66. Information concerning names and offices, emergency phone numbers, and what appears to be
a description of Incident Command Post (ICP) locations has also been redacted for "commercial"
reasons. The November 20 letter offers no further elaboration. The adequacy of ICPs and their
consistency with Incident Command System requirements cannot be evaluated without this
information.
67. Once again, Trans Mountain has offered no explanation for the redaction of this information,
and it is completely unclear to the Province why ICP locations should be treated as commercially
sensitive information, particularly since these too are available in largely un-redacted form in
the Puget Sound Field Guide."
Trans Mountain Pipeline Control Points Manual

68. Trans Mountain has declined to file its Control Points Manual on the following basis:
The Control Point Manual contains specific information on the expected points of
response, and additional confidential information such as property owner contact
details and access directions. The control point sheets give company personnel a
starting point for response and often outline a basic response tactic. The manual
contains approximately 420 pages of site descriptions.
69. It is precisely because the Control Points Manual contains specific information on the expected
points of response and outlines a basic response tactic that the Province considers this
document critical to its evaluation of Trans Mountain's emergency response plans.

37

PDF p. 31-33.

38

Section 7.4.
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70. While the Province concedes that property owner contact information ought to be treated
confidentially, the number and locations of control points are directly relevant to the
assessment of Trans Mountain's ability to contain and recover oil before it reaches particularly
sensitive segments of a river. The Province must also be able to evaluate the feasibility and
practical effectiveness of control points and associated containment and recovery strategies.
71. Access directions are essential, as they would provide critical information on the year-round
accessibility of control points, and enable the Province to assess the impacts of spill response on
public lands and infrastructure, such as parks, roads or bridges.
72. Moreover, the Puget Sound Field Guide posted on PHMSA's website contains 200 pages of
39
detailed information regarding control points, with very limited redactions. This lends
credence to the argument that the Control Points Manual is, by and large, a document that can
reasonably be made publically available, with limited redactions. Given its undeniable relevance
to the issues considered in this review process, this document ought to be filed on the record.
73. The Province further notes that, in the context of the review of its application by the Joint
Review Panel, Northern Gateway Pipelines LP filed a large Technical Data Report
containing detailed and comprehensive information on proposed river control pOints.'o At
no point during the course of the proceeding did Northern Gateway Pipelines LP, the Joint
Review Panel, or any other party raise any confidentiality concerns about this report.

74. While the Technical Data Report filed by Northern Gateway Pipelines LP is a preliminary
and incomplete identification of control points, the Province takes issue with Trans
Mountain's characterization in the November 20 letter of the filing as a "planning
document", which "identifies 10 "potential control points" "." The document identifies 25
preliminary control points for a proposed pipeline which would traverse mostly remote
areas with sparse road networks and population centres, and, although preliminary,
supplies the kind of information (see attached sample river control point sheet) required
at this stage for the Province, the Board and all parties to assess Trans Mountain's ability
to respond to a terrestrial spill.
Trans Mountain Field Guide
75. Trans Mountain has declined to file its Field Guide for the following reason :
The Field Guide Manual contains detailed drawings of facilities, building and on-site
control systems as well as directions to various pipeline access points. The purpose of
the Field Guide is to give first responders strategies to assist during the response to
an incident. The Field Guide is approximately 180 pages in total; however Sections 1,
3,4,5 and 6 contain the same un-redacted information provided in the ERPs in this
filing.

Section 8, PDF p. 95-295.
https:/!docs.neb-one.gc.ca/ll-eng/llisapi.dI17[u nc~ II &obi Id~646966&obiActi on - browse& vi ewType~ 1.
" PDF p. 4.
39
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76. The November 20 letter does not provide any further justification for withholding the Field
Guide in its entirety.
77 . Although Trans Mountain states that sections 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 contain information that has
already been filed, without knowing the total number of sections comprised within the Field
Guide, it is unclear how much information has been withheld. Judging from the description set
out above, it appears that the Field Guide contains information of high relevance to the overall
evaluation of Trans Mountain's ability to effectively respond to an emergency.
78. While the Province acknowledges that detailed drawings of facilities, building and on-site
control systems are not particularly relevant and could possibly pose a security risk, directions to
pipeline access points are of interest to the Province in its assessment of Trans Mountain's
plans for promptly and effectively responding to a spill. This information is specifically required
in order to assess any potential limitations to access, such as snow cover or maintenance
shutdowns on forest access roads, as well as any possible risks to environmental sensitivities or
public infrastructure. Furthermore, the pipeline itself is visibly marked in its entire length, thus
weakening any possible concerns about the disclosure of access points.
79. Moreover, the redacted ERPs filed by Trans Mountain contain multiple references to
information contained within the Field Guide, which is not available to the Province in its
review.
80. In sum, Trans Mountain has failed to justify its decision to withhold the Field Guide in its
entirety. The position taken by Trans Mountain is particularly untenable in light of the public
availability of the entire Puget Sound Field Guide on PHMSA's website, with limited redactions .
Fire Safety Plans and Fire Safety Pre-Plans
81. Trans Mountain has declined to file the Fire Safety Plans and Fire Safety Pre-Plans for the
following reasons:
Fire Safety Plans contain detailed drawings of company buildings and control
systems, along with initial response actions during emergencies and evacuations. The
fire safety plan collection for the entire Trans Mountain system is approximately 613
pages in length. This larger plan is broken down for each individual facility and
building in the pipeline system and organized by facility. The program also includes
Fire Pre-Plans for all company tank farms and/or terminals. The pre-plans highlight
each tank and surrounding piping, the fire systems, and provide tactical information
for fighting storage tank fires, as well as adjacent tank cooling. The length of these
documents reflects the complexity of the facility for which they are written, for
example the documents for Edmonton Terminal are kept in 3 separate 3" binders,
whereas the Burnaby Terminal, which is a much smaller facility, is contained within
one 3" binder."
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82. Fire Safety Plans and Fire Safety Pre-Plans plans would inform the Province's assessment of
Trans Mountain's capacity to respond to a fire emergency, its reliance on local fire department
resources, and the potential consequences of a fire incident on public safety and the
environment. While the Province does not seek the disclosure of detailed drawings of company
buildings and control systems, initial response actions during emergencies and evacuations are
of primary interest to the Province.
83. The paragraph quoted above does not state a compelling justification, beyond a detailed
description of their length, for declining to disclose these documents.

84. In the November 20 letter, Trans Mountain states as follows with respect to the Control
Points Manual, the Field Guide and the Fire Safety Plans:
To strike a balance between safety and the public's desire to know more
information for these particular documents would require substantial
redactions throughout, effectively making the redacted versions of little use.
We are extremely concerned that the very detailed response information
provided in these documents could be used by anyone seeking to maximize
environmental damage or cause harm to the public by intervening prior to or
during a response. 43 [emphasis added]

85. Here again, Trans Mountain relies on the purely conjectural, and infinitely low, risk of a
malicious intervention prior to or during the response to an emergency in order to justify
withholding this evidence from the record.
86. The Province submits instead that the risk of environmental damage or harm to the public being
caused by a spill outweighs that of deliberate interference with emergency response. This is
supported by the evidence on the record of multiple spills, some of which Trans Mountain
demonstrably failed to adequately respond to.44
87. As a result, the Province submits that the Control Points Manual, the Field Guide, and the Fire
Safety Plan, all of which are key documents in the evaluation of Trans Mountain's ability to
effectively respond to a spill, ought to be made available for review by the Province, the Board
and all intervenors in the context of this proceeding.
WCMRC's Oil Spill Response Plan

88. In IR No. 1.63 Ie), the Province requested a copy of WCMRC's Oil Spill Response Plan, which is
referred to in the Application.
89. On October 30, 2014, Trans Mountain filed follow-up evidence obtained from WCMRC in
response to a number of information requests filed by intervenors. In response to IR No. 1.63 e),

PDF p. 3.
See, for instance, the results of the Board's investigation of the 2012 Sumas Tank 121 leak (A3Y2Z2), or the
findings of the Transportation Safety Board of Canada in Pipeline Investigation Response P05H0044, regarding the
2005 Ward Road release (A3Z8C3).

43

44
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WCMRC states: "WCMRC's Oil Spill Response Plan (OSRP) contains confidential information that
is normally not made public".45 Neither WCMRC, nor Trans Mountain offers any further
elaboration .
90. As Trans Mountain relies extensively on WCMRC's spill response services, and refers to
WCMRC's capacity and capabilities throughout the Application, WCMRC's Oil Spill Response Plan
is highly relevant to the assessment of the overall ability to respond to a spill originating from
Trans Mountain's facilities.
91. In the absence of further justification for withholding WCMRC's Oil Spill Response Plan, the
Province respectfully requests that the Board order Trans Mountain to obtain and file this
document, and that any redaction made to it be both reasonable and thoroughly justified.
Outstanding items
IR No. 1.10 mJ

92 . Trans Mountain relies on the availability of mutual aid to enhance existing spill response
capacity. Therefore, the Province has sought further detail regarding the type, quantity, number
and location of spill response equipment and personnel available from CEPA members under
mutual aid agreements.
93. In its response to the Province's Notice of Motion #1, Trans Mountain committed to following
up with CEPA member companies regarding the mutual aid equipment and responders
available, and to filing the information "without delay upon receipt of same from the CEPA
member companies'} ,46
94. Trans Mountain has yet to file the promised information, or to provide an estimated filing date.
IR No.1. 76 aJ

95. In light of Trans Mountain's reliance on mutual aid, the Province seeks to understand the precise
nature, scope and practicability of the mutua l aid agreements currently in existence.
96. In response to this IR, Trans Mountain has filed, on behalf of WCMRC, a template agreement."
However, Trans Mountain has failed to file the requested copies of existing mutual aid
agreements, and has offered no explanation for the failure to do so .

45
45
47

A4E2VO, PDF p. 8.
A3Z2A6, PDF p. 15.
A4E2VO, PDF p. 8.
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IR No, 1.77 oj

97, In IR No, 1.77 a), the Province asked Trans Mountain to "list all the rules and regulations set by
Port Metro Vancouver (PMV) that relate to spill prevention, preparedness, response, and
environmental recovery following a spill"," As is stated in the Province's Notice of Motion 111,
these rules and regulations are relevant to emergency response planning, and are part of the
body of evidence required to adequately evaluate the overall ability to respond to a spill from
Trans Mountain's facilities,
98 , In its response to the Province's Notice of Motion 111, Trans Mountain committed to following
up with PMV and "filing the information with the National Energy Board without delay upon
receipt of same from PMV" ,49
99, Trans Mountain has not fulfilled its commitment to filing this information, and has not provided
an estimated filing date,
Deadline f or Intervenor Round 2 Information Requests to Trans Mountain
100,
The Province submits that intervenors must be afforded an opportunity to test Trans
Mountain's EMP documents, WCMRC's Oil Spill Response Plan and the other requested
evidence through the IR process,
101,
Therefore, the Province respectfully requests an extension of the current deadline of
January 9,2015 for the filing of Round 2 intervenor IRs, so as to allow for the meaningful review
of and inquiry into any additional evidence filed,
102,
The Province acknowledges that this motion is brought weeks after the original
filing of the redacted EMP documents, However, as is evidenced by the attached
correspondence, the Province initially hoped to resolve the issue by engaging in direct
communications with Trans Mountain, This accounts for the delay in seeking the Board's
assistance,
CONCLUSION
103,
In summary, the requested information is extremely relevant to the review by the Board
of the application before it, and is required by all intervenors, including the Province, for their
meaningful participation in the review process,
104,
The vague and perfunctory justifications stated in Attachment 1 to the October 17,2014
filing and in the November 20 letter are grounded in unverified assumptio ns, As such, the
Province finds them utterly un persuasive,

" A3W7T3, PDF p, 96 ,
49 A3Z2A6, PDF p, 75,
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105.
In refusing to disclose relevant information, Trans Mountain invokes what appear to be
largely unfounded security risks and states its concern for the safety of the public and the health
of the environment. The Province urges the Board to weigh these unsubstantiated concerns
against the very real risk the Project poses to the environment and public health and safety in
the absence of a demonstrated ability to respond to a spill.
106.
In short, Trans Mountain has undeniably failed to comply with the Board's direction in
Ruling No. 31 that "the redactions [... J be as narrow as possible and the reasons for redactions
[ ... J be made clear".
Trans Mountain's failure to file the evidence requested by the Province denies the
107.
Board, the Province and other intervenors access to the information required to fully
understand Trans Mountain's ability to effectively respond to a spill related to the Project. It
further denies the parties a meaningful opportunity to test and clarify the evidence filed by
Trans Mountain.
If the review process established by the Board is to be honoured, then Trans Mountain's
108.
failure must be corrected by an order compelling the filing of the required information, unless
Trans Mountain provides fully substantiated justification for any remaining redaction.
ORDER SOUGHT

109.

In sum, the Province seeks the following relief:
a.

an order that, by a fixed date, Trans Mountain file the information, identified herein,
that was redacted from the Emergency Management Program documents filed on
October 17, 2014;

b.

an order that Trans Mountain file the Oil Spill Response Plan of Western Canada Marine
Response Corporation, by a fixed date;

c.

an order that, by a fixed date, Trans Mountain file responses to the outstanding items in
Information Request No. 1 of the Province of British Columbia, as committed to in its
response to the Notice of Motion of the Province of British Columbia dated July 4, 2014;

d.

an extension of the deadline for filing Intervenor Round 2 Information Requests to Trans
Mountain; and

e.

such other relief as the Board may consider appropriate in the circumstances.

All of which is respectfully submitted this 5th day of December, 2014.

Q/u~
Elisabeth Graff
Counsel for the Province of British Columbia
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October 24, 2014

Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP
Suite 2500, TransCanada Tower
450 _1" Street SW.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P 5Hl
To:

Shawn Denstedt,

Q.c.

Dear Mr. Denstedt:

Re:

Trans Mountain Pipeline ULC
Trans Mountain Expansion Project Application
Hearing Order OH-001-2014
Follow-Up to Intervenor Information Requests No.1 Motions - Redacted Emergency
Management Program Documents

We write in response to Trans Mountain's filing on October 17, 2014 of a redacted version of its
Emergency Management Program (EMP) documents for the existing Trans Mountain Pipeline system.
The Province acknowledges the need for preserving the continued security of Trans Mountain's assets
and the confidentiality of Individuals' personal contact information. The Province is also aware of
Security Advisory NEB SA 2007-03, Issued by. the National Energy Board on May 10, 2007. However, In
the absence of further and more fulsome Justification by Trans Mountain, the Province takes issue with
the extent of the redactions made to the EMP documents for the reasons set out below.

1.

Redactions made for "persona l" reasons

West ridge Marine Terminal ERP, Pipeline ERP, and Terminals and Tank Farms ERP, section 2.6 - I<lnder
Morgan Contacts, and section 2.7 - Emergency Response Line Contacts:
Trans Mountain has redacted the names and phone numbers of staff who would be called upon In the
event of an emergency. While the Province takes no Issue with the redaction of phone numbers, staff
names are relevant to the determination of the number of trained personnel available to respond to an
emergency (i.e. names are required In order to ensure that each position is filled by a different
Individual, and that the positions are currently staffed).

Ministry of
Justice

Legal Sorvlces Branch
Resourco, Environment
and Land Law Group

Mailing Address:
PO BOX 0209 STN PROV GOVT
Victoria BC VOW 9J?
Telephone: 250356·8635

Facsimile:

250356·0061

l.ocatlon:
340 - 1675 Douglas Stroot

Vlclorla BC VOW 205
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In Attachment 1, Trans Mountain states that this information has been redacted for "personal" reasons,
as it "contains personal contact Information for employees or other individuals who may be called upon
to respond to an emergency". It is the Province's opinion that Trans Mountain has not sufficiently
articulated Its rationale for redactin g the names of person nel. An Individual's place of employment and
position within that organization do not typically constitute personal information worthy of protection.
The Province notes that in Kinder Morgan's Emergency Response Field Guide for Trans Mountain
Pipeline (Puget Sound) LLC (the "P uget Sound Field Guide", which, Incidentally, applies to the southern
extension of the very pipeline that forms the subject of th e fli ed documents), the names, office and cell
phone numbers of response personnel are listed in un-redacted form at PDF p. 21-24, with the
exception of home phone numbers. The Puget Sound Field Guide is publically available on the website of
the US Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA)
(http://www.phmsa.dot.gov/staticfiles/P HMSA/ERR/Klnder Morgan Trans MountalnPuget Sound. pdf). The Province further notes that similar Information Is posted online for all Kinder
Morgan PHMSA reg ulated pipelines. This calls into question the legitimacy of Trans Mountain's claim
that this Information ought not to be disclosed in the context of this proceeding.
2.

Redactions made for "security" reasons

Westrldge Marine Terminal ERP, Pipeline ERP, and Terminals and Tank Farms ERP, section 2.8Facility Contact Numbers:
The names and phone numbers of staff at Trans Mountain facilities have been redacted. For the reasons
stated above, the Province requires staff names In order to assess Trans Mountain's ability to effectively
respond to an emergency event.
Trans Mountain states in Attachment 1 that this Information has been redacted for "security" re asons:
The Information has been deemed to be security sensitive, which if rele ased could impact
the security and/or sa fety of the facility, employees, contractors, the environment and or
(sic] th e public. Since KM C Is part of the nation's Critical Infrastructure, it is not appropriate
to file secllrlty sensitive information about facility operations and countermeasures.
Trans Mountain has not explained why disclosing the names of personnel at its facilities would pose a
security threat.
Westridge Marine Terminal ERP, section 2.16/Pipeline ERP, section 2.iS/Termlnals and Tank Farms
ERP, section 2.13 - Mutual Aid Activation
The "activation instructions" for mutual aid have also been redacted for "security" reasons. While the
exact nature of thi s information is unknown, information concerning the steps to be t aken in oreler to
access additional resources lInder a mutllal aid agreement Is directly relevant to th e assessment of the
lIsefulness of sllch agreements and any challenges that may be encountered In reliance upon them.
Trans Mountain has failed to articulate why this inform ation Is security sensitive, and how its disclosure
could possibly Impact the security or safety of its facilities, employees, contractors, the environment or
the public.
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West ridge Marine Terminal ERP, section 7.2 - Staffing and section 7.4.4 - Halting of Operations
Information regarding staffing at the Westridge M arine Terminal would inform the assessment of Trans
Mountain's ability to Immediately respond to an emergency Incident. While the nature of the
Information contained In section 7.4.4 Is unclear, it appears to concern the actions to be taken In the
Immediate aftermath of the discovery of a release In order to limit the impact of such release. This Is of
equal Interest to the Province In Its eva luation of Trans Mountain's spill response plans at the We stridge
Marin e Terminal.
Once again, Trans Mountain has redacted this information for "security" reasons, without fmther
explanation.
Terminal and Tank Farms ERP, section 7.1.4 - Site Drainage and section 7.1.6 - Evacuation Zone Map
Site drainage Information would assist the Province in determining the fate of released produc t,
potenti al impact s on the environment and public sa fety, and appropriate response tactics. Such
Information Is particularly critical wh en considered In light of the Tank 82 relea se In 2009, where a faulty
drainage system re ~ u l ted in oil escaping the containment system and a discharge to the environment.
The Evacuation Zone Map (If It concerns public evacuation s, and not the evacuation of facility staff) Is of
direct interest to the Province in its assessment of the plans developed by Trans Mountain for the safety
of th e public at large in the event of an emergency.
While Trans Mountain has redacted this information for "security" reasons, It has offered no persuasive
Justification for reaching that conclusion.

3.

Redactions made for "commercial" reasons

Terminals and Tanl< Farms ERP, sections 2.9.4 and 2.9.5 -Industry Contacts:
The names of and contact information for agencies and companies to be notifi ed in th e event of an
emerge ncy have been redacted. Whil e the preci se nature of this information is unclear, the names of
such agencies and companies are more th an likely relevant to the Province's assessment of Trans
Mountain's planned response to an emergency. Because these contractors can form the principal
response ca paci ty for an incident, the roliustness of Tran s Mountain's respon se plan cannot be assessed
without this Information.
As stated in Attachment 1, Trans Mountain has redacted this Information for "commercial" reason s, as it
"contains th e contact information for contractors, consultants and/or businesses that may be called
upon for services du ring an emergency" .
In th e ahsence of further explanation, the Province finds thi s ground for redaction particularly
perplexing. It is utterly unclear why the names of contractors, consultants and/or businesses with whom
Trans Mountain has entered Into agreements for services during an emergency constitute com merciallysensitive Information, whose disclosure could cause any harm to either party.
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Westrldge Marine Terminal ERP and Pipeline ERP, section 2.10/Termlnals and Tank Farms ERP, section
2.8.2 - External Notification Chart - Confirmed Emergency Condition; Westrldge Marine Terminal ERP
and Pipeline ERP, section 2.ll/Termlnals and Tanl< Farms EllP, section 2.8.3 - Reporting
Requirements:
The names of external agencies (In addition to Western Canada Marine Response Corporation and
Western Canada Spill Services) to be notified In the event of a confirmed emergency have been redacted
for "commercial" reasons. The Province considers any information pertaining to the parties involved in
primary response to a spill relevant to Its assessment of Trans Mountain's overall emergency response
plans. Sarring a more fulsome justification, these redactions do not appear to be warranted.
The Province further notes that the Information redacted from the External Notification Chart Is
provided In un-redacted form in the Puget Sound Field Guide, at PDF p. 27.
West ridge Marine Terminal ERP and Pipeline ERP, section 2.14/Terminals and Tank Farms ERP,
sections 2.10 and 2.12 - Support Services:
Trans Mountain has redacted the names of primary response contractors and Information regarding
their services and personnel. The names and locations of, and contact information for Industrial
firefightlng and air monitoring companies, as well as all companies providing support services, have also
been redacted. With the exception of phone numbers, the Province requires this information in order to
evaluate Trans Mountain's ability to effectively respond to an emergency. Information regarding
primary response contractors, their services and personnel Is essential to the overall evaluation of the
ERPs. Further, support services such as the provision of transportation, heavy equipment, vacuum
trucks, safety and communications equipment, or food and lodging are part and parcel of effective
response operations. In order to assess the level and adequacy of emergency response planning, the
Province must know what companies Trans Mountain relies on, what services and trained personnel
they are able to provide, and In what locations.
Beyond the perfunctory reference to "commercial" reasons, Trans Mountain has not provided a rational
justification for the redactions. As this Information is also provided in the Puget Sound Field Guide at
PDF p. 31-33, there appears to be no reasonable basis for withholding this Information.
Finally, the Province notes the unexplained inconsistency between the redactions made In the
Westridge Marine Terminal ERP and those made in the Pipeline ERP and Terminals and Tank Farms ERP.
The former Includes company names for industrial fire fighting and air monitoring (PDF p.33), while the
same Information is redacted from the latter two documents.
Terminals and Tanl< Farms ERP, section 2.11- Incident Command Post Locations:
Information concerning names and offices, emergency phone numbers, and what appears to be a
description of Incident Command Post (lCP) locations has also been redacted for "commercial" reasons.
The adequacy of ICPs and their consistency with Incident Command System requirements cannot be
evaluated without this Information.
Once again, Trans Mountain has offered no explanation for the redaction of this Infonmtion, and it Is
completely unclear to the Province why ICP locations sholrld be treated as commercially sensitive
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Information, particularly since these too are available In largely un-redacted form In the Puget Sound
Field Guide at section 7.4.

4.

Trans Mountain Pipeline Control Points Manual

Trans Mountain has declined to file Its Control Points Manual on the following basis:
The Control Point Manual contains specific information on the expected points of response,
and additional confidential information such as property owner contact details and access
directions. The control point sheets give company personnel a starting point for response
and often outline a basic response tactic. The manual contains approximately 420 pages of
site descriptions.
It Is precisely because the Control Points Manual contains specific information on the expected
points of response and outlines a basic response tactic that the Province considers this document
critical to Its evaluation of Trans Mountain's emergency response plans.
The number and locations of control points are directly relevant to the assessment of Trans
Mountain's ability to contain and recover all before it reaches particularly sensitive segments of a
river. The Province must also be able to evaluate the feasibility and practical effectiveness of
control points and associated containment and recovery strategies.
Access directions are essential as they would provide critical Information on the year-round
accessibility of control points, and enable the Province to assess the Impacts of spill response on
public lands and infrastructure, such as parks, roads or bridges.
Trans Mountain appears to assert that the Control Points Manual contains confidential
information. While the Province concedes that property owner contact detail ought to be treated
confidentially, it does not consider the remainder of the Control Points Manual to be likely to
contain Information of a confidential nature. In fact, the Puget Sound Field Guide contains 200
pages of detailed Information regarding control points, with very limited redactions (see section 8,
PDF p. 95-295). This further lends credence to the argument that the Control Points Manual Is, by
and large, a document that can reasonably be made publlcally available, with limited redactions.
Given Its undeniable relevance to the Issues considered In this review process, this document
ought to be filed on the record.
The Province further notes that, in the context of the review of its application by the Joint Review
Panel, Northern Gateway Pipelines LI' filed a large Technical Data Report containing detailed and
comprehensive Information on proposed river control points: https://docs.neb-one.gc.ca/lleng/llisapJ.dll?func=ll&objld=646966&obIActlon"browse&viewType=l . At no point during the
proceeding did Northern Gateway Pipelines J.P, the Joint Review Panel, or any other party raise
any confidentiality concerns about the information within this report.
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5.

Trans Mountain Field Guide

Trans Mountain does not seek to file Its Field Guide for the following reason:
The Field Guide Manual contains detailed drawings of facilities, building and on-site control
systems as well as directions to variou s pipeline access points. The purpose of the Field
Guide is to give first responders strategies to assist during the response to an Incident. The
Held Guide is approximately 180 pages In total; however Sections 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 contain
the same un-redacted Information provided In the ERPs In this filing.
Although Trans Mountain states that sections 1, 3,4, 5 and 6 contain information that has already been
filed, without knowing the total number of sections comprised within the Field Guide, It Is unclear how
much Information has been withheld. Based on the description set out above, It appears that the Field
Guide contains Information of high relevance to the overall evaluation of Trans Mountain's ability to
effectively respond to an emergency. While the Province acknowledges that detailed drawings of
facilities, building and on-site control systems are not particularly relevant and could possibly pose a
security risk, directions to pipeline access points are of Interest to the Province In Its assessment of
Trans Mountain's plans for promptly and effectively responding to a spill. This Information Is specifically
required In order to assess any potential limitations to access, such as snow cover or maintenance
shutdowns on forest access roads, as well as any possible risks to environmental sensitivities or public
Infrastructure. Moreover, the redacted ERPs flied by Trans Mountain contain multiple references to
Information contained within the Field Guide, which Is not available to the Province In Its review.
Trans Mountain has failed to justify Its decision to withhold the Field Guide In Its entirety. The pOSition
taken by Trans Mountain Is particularly untenable In light of the public availability of the entire Puget
Sound Field Guide on PHMSA's website, with limited redactions.

6.

Fire Safety Plans and Fire Safety Pre-Plans

Trans Mountain has declined to file the Fire Safety Plans and Fire Safety Pre-Plans for the following
reasons:
Fire Safety Plans contain detailed drawings of company buildings and control systems, along
with Initial response actions during emergencies and evacuations. The fire safety plan
collection for the entire Trans Mountain system Is approximately 613 pages In length. This
larger plan is broken down for each IndiVidual facility and building In the pipeline system
and organized by facility. The program also includes Fire Pre-Plans for all company tank
farms ,md/or terminals. The pre-plans highlight each tank and surrounding piping, the fire
systems, and provide tactical Information for fighting stor"ge t"nk fires, as well as adj"cent
tank cooling. The length of these docllments reflects the complexity of the facility for which
they are written, for example the documents for Edmonton Terminal are kept in 3 separate
3" binders, whereas the Burnaby Terminal, which is a much smaller facility, Is contained
within one 3" binder.
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These plans would inform the Province's assessment of Trans Mountain's capacity to respond to a
fire emergency, Its reliance on local fire department resources, and the potential consequences of
a fire incident on public safety and the environment. While the Province does not seek disclosure
of detailed drawings of company buildings and control systems, initial response actions during
emergencies and evacuations are of primary interest to the Province,
The paragraph quoted above does not state a compelling justification, beyond a detailed
description of their length, for declining to disclose these documents,

In summary, the requested information Is highly relevant to the review by the Board of the application
before it, and is required by all Intervenors, including the Province, for their meaningful participation in
the review process. The Province finds the perfunctory objections stated In Attachment 1 neither
persuasive, nor compliant with the Board's Ruling No. 31.
As a result, the Province respectfully asks that Trans Mountain file the information detailed above,
unless It is able to provide a fulsome and reasonable Justification for each redaction .

Sincerely,

~v
Elisabeth Graff
Counsel for the Province of British Columbia

Cc:

Doug Caul, Associate Deputy Minister, BC Environmental Assessment Office
Fazll Mlhlar, Assistant Deputy Minister, Oil and Strategic Initiatives, Ministry of Natural Gas
Development
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November 20,2014
Elisabeth Graff
Legal Counsel
Resource, Environment and Land Law Group
Ministry of Justice
Victoria, BC
Re:

Trans Mountain Pipeline ULC's ("Trans Mountain") Trans Mountain
Pipeline Expansion Project ("Project") - Redacted Emergency
Management Program ("EMP") documents for the existing Trans
Mountain Pipeline System

Thank you for your letter to Mr. Shawn Denstedt dated October 24 th , 2014 regarding
Trans Mountain's redacted EMP documents filed with the National Energy Board
("Board" or "NEB") on October 1i", 2014.
This leiter is intended to address the concerns expressed by the Province, provide
clarifications regarding safety and security and most importantly to establish a path
forward with the Province that supports consultation and the future development of the
EMP documents for the Project.
Relevance of existing plans:
All of the information contained in our October 1ih filing and the response letter from the
Province on October 24th pertains to the existing programs for the existing facilities. We
do not agree with the Province's assertion that:
" ... . The requested information is highly relevant to the review by
the Board of the application before it .. . .... "

In fact, in Ruling No. 31 the Board rules exactly the opposite:
"The Board also notes that the EMP documents relate to the existing facilities that
are not subject offhe present Project application. .. Whether Trans Mountain is
meeting its obligations with respect to its EMP for the existing facilities is a matter
for the Board to consider outside of the hearing for this Project. The safe
operation of the existing Line 1 facilities under current operating conditions
is out of scope for this hearing."

.,
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We respectfully submit therefore that while the October 1ih filing provides helpful
information for the Province and other intervenors, the specific contents of the existing
EMP documents are outside of the Project application scope. The existing plans will
change to reflect the expanded operations and will be filed with the Board for approval
prior to the Project going into service. Those changes will be informed by the input of the
Province and other stakeholders through th e required consultation on those new plans.
Redacted information:
We acknowledge the interest of the Province and others to seek more information about
the existing EMP. That is why we took the unprecedented step of filing the existing ERP
documents publicly despite the matter of relevance discussed above. In all instances,
the redactions in the October 1ih filing seek to minimize the risks to, and maximize the
safety and security of, our employees, contractors and facilities. It is our opinion that the
filing meets the views of the Board in Ruling No. 31:
"Where documents are redacted, the redactions must be as narrow
as possible and the reasons for redacting should be made clear".

To provide further clarification, we note for the benefit of the Province that our employees
are being harassed in the course of executing recent work . In addition: our facilities are
being increasingly vandalized leading to additional public safety and environmental
concerns. Contractors are being subjected to threatening and intimidating tactics and
those companies providing emergency response related services to Trans Mountain
would have business opportunities put at risk by having their names publicly listed in our
EMP documents.
For these safety, security and commercial reasons, we have redacted names in the
filing. We believe our position is consistent with our company's obligations under privacy
legislation where we are obligated to appropriately safeguard personal information.
Where names were not redacted across all the documents as identified by the Province
we can confirm this was in error. We believe the redacted filing strikes the appropriate
balance between safety, security and commercial concerns and the public's desire to
know the details of our existing plans .
We can confirm for the Province in all instances in which names have been redacted,
each of those positions identified are staffed with qualified employees or contractors and
appropriate agreements are in place to provide emergency assistance services as
needed. As further outlined in the last section of this letter, we extend an offer to the
Province to review unredacted copies of the existing EMP documents as part of the
consultation to inform the revised plans for the expansion.
Affected parties who playa part in emergency response along the pipeline have access
to the necessary information either as a result of consultations during the development of
1
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the existing plans, ongoing outreach and the information would certainly be provided at
the time a response occurs. We are not aware of any information gaps with the Province
or others. To the extent gaps are identified, we are committed to ensure those are
corrected through continued consultation on those existing plans and mutual training
exercises.
Regarding the staffing and cessation of operations at Westridge marine terminal, we can
confirm' that the redacted information is for the protection of our Westridge personnel
(numbers of staff, working hours) and protection of the types of security incursions that
could halt operations and pose a potential risk to the environment.
With respect to the request regarding site drainage, the redactions seek to protect th e
integrity of the facilities and minimize environmental effects if targeted vandalism were to
occur.
The evacuation zone information was redacted to limit the potential that emergency
notification and evacuations would be interfered with. Evacuation and protection of the
public is the responsibility of local authorities. We have ongoing communications with
local authorities along the pipeline and we have identified the need for further
discussions with them regarding evacuation planning and the most appropriate ways of
communicating those plans with the public.
We note that while the ERP documents provide mostly general information; this is not
the case for the control points manual, field guide and fire safety plans. These
documents contain detailed site specific information including maps and directions to
critical infrastructure and tactical response plans. To strike a balance between safety
and the public's desire to know more information for these particular documents would
require substantial redactions throughout, effectively making the redacted versions of
little use. We are extremely concerned that the very detailed response information
provided in these documents could be used by anyone seeking to maximize
environmental damage or cause harm to the public by intervening prior to or during
a response,
We note that the ERPs, control points and field guide are on file with and have been
approved by the Board (the fire safety plans are not required to be filed with the Board).
All of these documents continue to be updated through consultation and field exercises.
As a responder, the Province, through Emergency Management Be, is involved in our
outreach and either has more detailed information including some of the redactions cited
in the letter from the Province (e.g. mutual aid activation) or could request it within
established protocols for protecting confidentiality.
The document cited by the Province pertaining to Enbridge's Northern Gateway Project's
("NG") proposed river control points doesn't serve the same purpose as the existing
comprehensive control point manual for the Trans Mountain Pipeline System which has
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over 200 control points documented. The NG filing identifies 10 "potential control
points". The report is preliminary and appears to be more of a planning document about
how it will identify the actual final control points and response tactics closer to the date
the routing is finalized and the pipeline commences service. Furthermore, since NG isn't
in operation nor expected to be for some years there is no immediate safety or
environmental concerns for that pipeline. NG will have many years to finalize its control
points, develop response tactics and mitigate the safety and security risks as the project
transitions from regulatory approval into operations.
We respect the Province's view that making additional emergency response information
publically available could serve the public interest for the existing and expanded system;
however, we feel strongly for the reasons cited above that the entire EMP documents for
the existing pipeline are not appropriate for mass public disclosure. We would be
prepared to participate with the Province, industry, other regulators and stakeholders on
what such disclosure for pipelines in general would be appropriate and apply such
common disclosure principles to our existing and expanded system. We believe this is
consistent with the view of the Board:
"Since the EMP documents will be subject of consultations, at least portions
of them will be disclosed to members of the public during development"

PHMSA:
Regarding PHMSA filings in the United States, we can confirm that Kinder Morgan
consults with affected parties to develop its emergency plans, files and seeks approvals
of those plans with PHMSA in an unredacted form. PHMSA deals with the plans in a
manner consistent with its policy, which includes since earlier this year, posting those
plans on the PHMSA web site. The documents residing on the PHMSA web site were
posted by PHMSA, not Kinder Morgan. The redactions are those of PHMSA not Kinder
Morgan. Lastly, we note that despite PHMSA being in receipt of and having approved a
more recent version of the Puget Sound pipeline plans, the version on the PHMSA web
site is out of date.
The process for consultations, filing and ongoing maintenance of emergency plans by a
pipeline operator with the NEB is very similar to that for PHMSA. However, the filing of
company plans by the NEB on their public web site is not the practice in Canada. We
respectfully disagree with the examples cited by the Province and the conclusion that
simply because the information is made publicly available by PHMSA on their web site,
that somehow disclosing that same information should apply in the context of this
proceeding.

Next Steps - Consultation for new plans:
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In Ruling No. 31 the Board describes the consultation process that Trans Mountain must
undertake in regard to the modified program that reflects the new facilities. Draft
condition No. 42 states that the consultation plan must be filed with the Board 60 days
prior to Trans Mountain commencing construction. We can confirm for the Province that
initial consultations with communities regarding the new plans began in 2013. These
include a review of the existing unredacted plans as appropriate with each group so each
can best help inform content for the new plans. Attached please find a brief description
of the program underway and the extent of participation by others. Trans Mountain
would welcome the participation of the Province in this program .
We are committed to engage in full and complete consultations about the EMP with the
Province and would like to focus our combined efforts in moving this very important
aspect of our expansion plans forward for the benefit of Province, Trans Mountain and
other parties.
After considering our responses and in the event concerns remain regarding the
Province not having sufficient information, we would like to begin the consultation
activities for the EMP with the Province at its earliest convenience. We would be
prepared to meet with your representatives in early December 2014 with the hope that
any initial exchange of information would be of assistance in round 2 of the IRs and the
submission of any evidence the Province may consider filing in May 2015.
As noted in our filing we will be prepared to respond to IRs about the new plans to the
extent information is available. In our view the best way for the Province to receive
information that will form the new plans is to begin consultations with us as soon as
possible. During those consultations we are prepared to discuss how much and to what
extent the information in the new plans should be made public to comply with the NEB's
regulatory requirements, the public's interest in the plans and the protection of people
and facilities, and the environment.
We trust the above information further explaining our need to protect our employees,
contractors and the environment along with the proposed advancement of consultations
for the new plans is sufficient for the Province to continue its review process. Please
advise as soon as possible about scheduling consultation on the new plans so we can
plan our activities accordingly.

ael Davies
Senior Director, Marine Development
Attachment
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Attachment - Trans Mountain Emergency Management Stakeholder Workshops

Background
A revised Emergency Management Program to accom mod ate the proposed expansion of the
Trans Mountain pipeline will be required prior to start-up of the new system.
As part of a consultative approach to developing the new Emergency Management Program
Trans Mountain initiated a series of targeted stakeholder workshops with Emergency Managers,
First Responders and other municipal, regional, and county staff in BC and Alberta in September
2013.
To date a series of regional and local workshops have been conducted to share information
about emergency plans and planning for both the existing and proposed Trans Mountain system.
The overall goal of these Emergency Management Stakeholder Workshops (EMSW) is to share
information about existing and planned operations and to identify local and regional concerns
related to emergency planning to be incorporated for improvement of the pipelines Emergency
Management Program. Specific objectives included the following:

1. Raise awareness about current KMC safety, emergency preparedness and response
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

','-: , .

plans.
Share current best practice materials such as pipeline protection program, and the
Community Awareness and Emergency Response (CAER) program.
Fulfill KMC's commitment to transparent information sharing.
Enhance existing relationships and identify new contacts with emergency managers and
first responders in pipeline communities.
Document gaps in knowledge, training and other response resources.
Document local inputs that should be considered when the current ERP is revised to
accommodate the expansion.
~
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Initial consultation was comprised of 9 half-day regional workshops held between
September 2013 and June 2014 in the following areas:
•

September 24, 2013 - Edmonton, AB (including surrounding counties)

•
•

September 26, 2013 - Hinton, AB
December 6, 2013 - Vancouver, BC (Metro Vancouver Regional Emergency Planning
Committee)
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February 12, 2014 - Kamloops, BC (Thompson Nicola Regional District)
February 14, 2014 - Chilliwack, BC (Fraser Valley Regional District)
February 19, 2014 - Valemount, BC
February 20,2014 -Jasper, AB
June 3, 2014 - Merritt, BC
June 17, 2014 - Clearwater BC (includes Barriere region)

The agenda covered current TMPL operations, an overview of the proposed expansion, and an
overview of Trans Mountains current emergency management program (CAER program plus
additional details for local emergency managers) was provided. Following the presentations
attendees were organized into workgroups to explore their concerns about expanding the
system and what they would like to see considered as part of an updated emergency program.
As part of KMC ongoing preparedness efforts local responders, emergency managers and key
municipal elected officials with jurisdiction proximate to KMC's large deployment exercises were
invited to observe these exercises as follows:
• April 10 - Fraser River (Cheam FN land by Harrison, BC)
• May 14 - Thompson (Pioneer Park, Kamloops, BC)
• October 8 - Athabasca River (Alberta)
Following the regional workshops described above, the second phase of community focused
workshops began with first responders, emergency planners, and other key municipal staff of
individual communities in September 2014. This round of consultation is intended to share
community specific information and to address local concerns. These workshops build upon
interest in reviewing specific scenarios identified by each community to explore the sequence of
events and local resources required to respond. These workshops included a review of the
existing un redacted plans related to each community so each group could best help inform
content for the new plans.
These workshops are still underway and are scheduled to continue through to the end of 2014:
DATE

TOWN

ITEM

Sept. 15

JASPER

EMSW Location: Jasper Emergency Services Building

Sept. 17

EDSON

EMSW Location: Edson Fire Hall

Sept. 18

YELLOWHEAD COUNTY

EMSW Location: Yellowhead County Administration Office

Sept. 22

STRATHCONA COUNTY

EMSW Location: Fire Hall Station #6

Sept. 22

WABAMUN

Sept. 24

PARKLAND COUNTY

Sept. 24

SPRUCE GROVE

KINDER~MORG~!,:!
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DATE

TOWN

Nov. 19

VALEMOUNT

EMSW location: Valemount Council Chamber

Nov. 20

CLEARWATER

EMSW Location: Municipal Hall, Meeting Room

STONY PLAIN

EMSW Location: Stony Plain Fire Department

EDMONTON

EMSW Location : The City of Edmonton Emergency Operations Center

Nov. 27
Dec. 8

ITEM

FVRD

EMSW Location: FVRD, Chilliwack - Headquarters

CHILLIWACK

EMSW Location: FVRD, Ch illiwack - Headquarters
EMSW (TBC) Location: Safety & Risk Services, Discovery 1

Dec. 9

BURNABY

Dec. 11

ABBOTSFORD

EMSW Location: City of Abbotsford

Dec. 12

HOPE

EMSW Location: Council Chambers

Dec. 15

SURREY

EMSW Location: Surrey City Hall

Dec. 15

LANGLEY

EMSW Location: Fire Hall #6

In addition to the meetings above, introductory meetings have occurred or are scheduled with
the following fire chiefs:

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

SFU
Port Moody
Port Coquitlam
Coquitlam
Surrey
Langley (Township)
Abbotsford
Chilliwack

FVRD

N~\h'sf~·
' iS{
. P.,._,

,

1.", _" , )

Trans Mountain will continue to engage with municipalities and regional districts /counties.
Trans Mountain will also seek to consult with other stakeholder groups such as provincial
governments and other auxiliary organizations to the emergency response regime in BC and
Alberta. The scenarios have proven to be a very effective way to improve understanding and
identify areas where Trans Mountain can work collaboratively with communities to increase
their confident and capacity in emergency response.
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River Control Points for Oil Spill Response
Technical Data Report
Appendix C.10: Morice
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1. Site Locati on
Distance downstream from pipeline crossing to CP:
km
Upstream Control Polnt(s}: ROW

Site Name:
Latitude:

54 22.280

Longitude:

12645.528

Landowner:

Downstream Control Point(s) : MRS

Contact :

[Nearest Staged OSR Equipment

I

Telephone:

e

Houston SIn 9

Distance:

km

Estimated Time:

hr

t Logistical Support:

Distance from Control Poin!:

i

Houston

3 km

2. Site Access
Site Reliability:

Polenlia l launch si te; some useful staging area

Driving Directions:

NOTE: Preliminary driving directions; need verification. Head south\'1est on Highway 16 toward 9th SI (5.6km).
Turn left at Mitchell Bay Forest ServIce Road (3.8km). Turn left on Bymac Forest Service Road (68m).

Access to Control Point:

Access, staging, and launch site on right bank through campground

Work Space size:
Boat Launch:
Site Preparal(on:

3. River Characte ri stics
River:

Pipeline CrossIng KP:

Morice

Velocity (mls)

Width (m)

Travel time (hr)

Low Flov'f.

1038.0

Elevation:

Drainage:

701 m

Tapa Sheet: 931

1,986 km2

Downstream:

Moderate Flow:

82.8

High Flow:
Average Deplh :
Left Bank:

1.6 m

River Bed Material:

s, g, low slope

Right Bank: s, g, low slope
Comments: Shallow, winding river with many boulders visible in channel . Good access above ROW, but rapids just below ROW.
Remote area and limited access. Possible launch and slaging sites near Houslon. Good access < 1km above ROW;
rapids - 1km below ROW; access al

4. Envi ronm enta l Sensitivity
Fisheries - Sat man ids or Red-listed:

CO. PK. CH. SK. ST. RB. DV. CM. BT. LT. MW. PW

Fisheries - Sensitivity:

Sensi tive fish stock - genetic slrain of diminualive ST. DV and 8T are blue -listed species.

Timing (Seasonal Use) for Sensitivities:

July 1 - August 31

Norlhern Gateway River Control Points Database

Fletd Tested?: _ _V _x_N

February 2010

NORTHERN GATEWAY
MR04
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Objective:

Tactics:
•
•
•

Launch boat from campground access.
Deploy boom from upstream left bank to divert oil to
collection point at campground .
Deploy boom and shoreseal boom to skim and collect oil
at water slip at campground.
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